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Pasta with beans (Soups) 

 

  
Preparation  

Soak the beans for 12 hours. Cook the beans in boiling water for 45 minutes: every 15
minutes change the cooking water; add salt for the last 15 minutes. In a large pan, fry
some chopped celery, carrot, onion and lard, with a dash of white wine. Peel the
tomatoes and cut into small cubes. Add some diced pancetta to another pan and fry
with the tomato. Add half the beans and let them cook with the pancetta and tomato,
then add them to the onion, celery and carrot mixture. Puree the other half of the beans
with a little meat stock. Add this puree to the frying pan mixture and cook for another 15
minutes. Add salt, pepper and sugar. Add pasta to the pan with little hot water, and
cook the pasta with the other ingredients until cooked. Serve with a drizzle of olive oil.  

Tips  

To prepare a good meat stock for this recipe, you must start with a pot of cold water
into which you add the vegetables, meat and bones. The result will be perfect! If you
wish, you can put your pasta and beans in the refrigerator, using an airtight container,
and it will keep for up to two days.  

Trivia  

The population of Veneto seem to truly appreciate this pasta dish, maybe because their
ancestors brought beans from America to Italy, along with many others such as
tomatoes, thus establishing itself as a typical recipe of Italian, and particularly Venetian,
cuisine.  

Information  

Preparation 120 minutes
Total Time 120 minutes
Serves X Serves 4 persons
Level of difficulty  Difficult

   
Ingredients  

Lamon beans 400 grams

Onions 100 grams

Celery 90 grams

Pancetta 30 grams

Lard 40 grams

White wine 30 millilitres

Meat stock 100 grams

Fresh egg pasta 200 grams

Extra virgin olive oil 10 millilitres

Whole cooking salt 15 grams

Pepper 1 gram

Brown sugar 10 grams
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